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NINE-AND-FIFTY JAWNS
Michael Deagler
NINE-AND-FIFTY. This is a story about a strangler. An as-of-yet-unapprehended
strangler. A real lady-throttling S.O.B. The Kensington Strangler, he’s called, to
differentiate him from other Philadelphia stranglers. He’s out there right now,
prowling those Kensington streets, strangling jawns to death even as we sit here.
Out there where it’s night, where there’s often rain. What do you think of that,
you reader? Hello, by the way.
EIGHT-AND-FIFTY. You know jawn (/dʒɒn/), a Philadelphia colloquialism.
Fundamentally, a noun. It may describe any person, place, or jawn. One might say,
The brown jawn jumped over the lazy jawn. One might say, A red jawn glazed with
rain jawn by the white jawns. For example.
SEVEN-AND-FIFTY. One might ask, justly, Who would say rain jawn instead of
rainwater? One might ask, testily, Yo, what the fuck do you mean lazy jawn? I’ve
got you, reader.
SIX-AND-FIFTY. One might say, of these Kensington days, These are strangled
jawns. The breezes stifle. The skies bruise earlier: blue to black-and-blue to
purpled-sulfurous-gray. There are more silences than there used to be. We keep
encountering them in our speech. It is more clipped, vaguer, less committal. We
talk about the weather, but not honestly. The air is translucent. The rain pounds
for hours or lingers for days as a dense fog. We make less eye contact. We are
always coming or going, just leaving or about to arrive. Whatever season this is,
we are somewhere in the bowels of it. Something is throttling our days, squeezing
us to muffled night. For example.
FIVE-AND-FIFTY. The first woman was young, twenty-one, a nursing student at
one point, found in a lot on Malta Street. Half-naked among the weeds, the high
rushes, broken bottles, refuse, debris. She lasted thirty days, the stretch right
before all this. One final clean month. Maybe she rose early that morning, made
coffee, saw the new light in her patch of sky. Maybe she thought it was
transcendent. Maybe she thought it was shit. Anyway, she must have figured that
she had a few rounds left in her. So she was back out on the stroll, the El rattling
above like coins in a dryer, a client on foot, a jaunt and business conversation.
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Who can know at what point she realized that it wasn’t going right? Who ever
really knows when it’s their last time out?
FOUR-AND-FIFTY. But you know Kensington (/ kɛnz ɪŋ tən/). It’s one of those
jawns short on sky. Heavy on streets, though. The streets are first, then the
sidewalks, and above them the stoops, and then houses rising up from the stoops,
red brick, two or three stories, with doors that are open or shut and windows that
are alternatively light or dark, and these have roofs, and above the roofs is the
elevated railway where the trains quake from somewhere south to another place
north of here. The El is physically above Front Street, then the Avenue, then
Frankford, only. But the quake, the quake hangs over everywhere, a canopy
between the roofs and whatever’s on the other side of that.
THREE-AND-FIFTY. It’s worth a visit, is what I’m saying.
TWO-AND-FIFTY. Poe said of Kensington, “[It is] a most wild and most homely
place, composed of shabby, modest mews and houses, populated by coarse,
violent men and cruel women, and nurturing of all shades of vice and dissipation.”
ONE-AND-FIFTY. Dickens said of Kensington, “Oh, fuck that jaun [sic].”
FIFTY. Compare jawn to joint (/dʒɔɪnt/), a New York colloquialism. Also a noun: a
person, a place, or a thing. Often a criminalized thing. Or a criminalized place, or a
place for criminalized people. In contemporary speech, a project or a sample of
one’s work: a Spike Lee joint, for example, in which joint refers to a film. Or in
mechanics, a universal joint, which, I assume, refers to Existence.
NINE-AND-FORTY. One might say, of these Kensington joints, There’s a joint for
chicken. A joint for Chinese. A corner joint for beer and malt liquor. A state joint
for vodka and table wine. There are cat joints and card joints, front joints and trap
joints. Joints to take a girl. Joints to take a vial. Joints to spend a weekend away
from the babel and the bedlam. Charter joints for the kids. Convalescent joints for
the old folks. Churchy joints where the living get saved. Clinical joints where the
dying get trucked. Mortuary joints where the dead get washed. Monument joints
where the dead get remembered. Vacant joints where the dead get forgotten.
EIGHT-AND-FORTY. What are the people like? What sort of people are they? I
know what you want to know. It’s actually very mixed. One of the most mixed
neighborhoods in all Philadelphia, racially and linguistically. Just not economically.
They’re all way poor, and they wouldn’t like you. Know that: Kensington would
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hate your jawn. I can tell.
SEVEN-AND-FORTY. But I would hate to give you the wrong impression about
Kensington. Kensington isn’t that bad east of Frankford Avenue, though people
will tell you that east of Frankford isn’t really Kensington. Kensington proper
starts at Frankford and it’s not as dangerous as you’ve been led to believe. You’re
fine to walk around so long as you know where you can walk around. It isn’t too
hairy until you get west of Kensington Avenue, which is West Kensington, which
gets a bad rap but also isn’t really even all that hairy, not if you’re familiar with it.
You’re essentially fine until Front Street, and west of Front it isn’t even
Kensington anymore. You’ve made it straight through. You’re in Fairhill then,
which, relatively, isn’t even all that bad at all.
SIX-AND-FORTY. I only tell you these things because I’m concerned for your
safety. There’s a strangler out there, for Christ’s sake, and I think you’re losing
sight of that. We’re all immortal until we’re not, you know. We’re all pearls before
jawns. All jawns before the slaughter. I’m not trying to scare you. I’m just trying to
warn you. I don’t want you scared. I certainly don’t want that.
FIVE-AND-FORTY. The second woman was thirty-five, most recently a
housekeeper, also half-naked, found in a smaller lot on Weymouth Street. She had
four children and a heroin habit. She likely had other interests as well, though if I
had to guess I’d say they were probably starting to fall by the wayside. She would
have been more careful, one would think, after hearing about the first, but there
are horror stories every day up and down the Avenue, and so many alleys that
dead-end it’s a miracle that anyone wakes up in the morning, and if something’s
out for you it’ll find you easily enough, and today is today, and the hour is the hour,
and right now is already gone.
FOUR-AND-FORTY. Whoa. Did you feel that? That’s the kind of jawn I’m talking
about.
THREE-AND-FORTY. One might say, of these Kensington days, Our jawns have
become macabre. The women say they fear the rape more than the strangulation.
They would prefer simple strangulation. Well who wouldn’t? the men say. The
women say that the men do not understand because they are men. The women
say that the men don’t have to worry about these things. The men say that they
worry about plenty. That they make up most of the murdered and most of the
murderers, as far as those things go. The men say that this is stressful. The women
tell them that they are being ridiculous. Pauses are pregnant, looks significant. We
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duck out early, get to wherever we are going sooner.
TWO-AND-FORTY. Jane Jacobs said, regarding safety, “If a city’s jawns are safe
from barbarism and fear, the city is thereby tolerably safe from barbarism and
fear. When people say that a city, or part of it, is dangerous, or is a jungle, what
they mean primarily is that they do not feel safe near its jawns.”
ONE-AND-FORTY. Compare jawn to jaunt (/dʒɒnt/), a colloquialism of the Mid-
Atlantic region. Traditionally, a short excursion for pleasure. Or any excursion, all
pleasure aside. An adventure with low stakes. A fuckabout. A story. Or an
anecdote, at the very least. In contemporary speech, too, a catch-all jawn.
FORTY. Sometimes you will encounter the verb jaunty (/ˈdʒɒn ti/). Sometimes it
refers to an easiness in manner or bearing. Sometimes it refers to nonsense,
frivolity, or bullshit. Sometimes you will encounter the phrase a jaunty cap, in
which case both meanings are relevant.
NINE-AND-THIRTY. Some facial composite renderings of the strangler feature
him wearing a jaunty cap, which might cause a concerned citizen to wonder if
some distasteful joke isn’t being played on all of us. Or maybe the strangler is
simply of the gentrifying set.
EIGHT-AND-THIRTY. You know the gentrifying set, reader. Admit it: you’re a
member of the gentrifying set. Am I correct? It’s okay. I’ll admit it about myself. I’m
a member of the gentrifying set. There’s nothing wrong with that. We’re all
gentrifying somebody, at some level. I mean, didn’t we all technically gentrify the
Indians out of America?
SEVEN-AND-THIRTY. I was lying. I’m in no way affiliated with the gentrifying set.
I’m an original jawn. Original as black cherry wishniak and sin.
SIX-AND-THIRTY. Here is a fable to illustrate the ignorance of the gentrifying set:
A middle-aged man bums a cigarette from a young man in the parking lot of a
bodega. “Are you from around here?” asks the middle-aged man. “No,” says the
young man, “I’m new.” “You should be careful around here,” says the middle-aged
man, “This is a hard neighborhood.” “It seems all right,” says the young man. “I
grew up around here,” says the middle-aged man, “This is a hard neighborhood. I
know at least ten guys I grew up with who killed themselves.” “They killed
themselves?” asks the young man, “They weren’t murdered, or died from drug
use?” “No, they killed themselves,” says the middle-aged man, “Purposefully.”
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“Why did they kill themselves?” asks the young man, “Why didn’t they just move?”
“Why didn’t they move?” laughs the middle-aged man, “I’ll tell you for another
smoke.”
FIVE-AND-THIRTY. I really hate to have to illustrate my point with a fable. It feels
too much like a card trick. I feel as though I’m obliged to pull a moral out of your
ear at the end of it. I hope you aren’t dissatisfied. Morals are one thing that I
dislike about fables. Jaunts, on the other hand, tend to be morally ambiguous.
That’s one thing that I like about jaunts.
FOUR-AND-THIRTY. One might say, of these Kensington jaunts, Yo, I’ve got
jaunts, friend. Jaunts for days. Jaunts for years. I’ve got jaunts from all over
Kensington. I’ve got Fishtown jaunts, too, I’ve got Port Richmond jaunts. I’ve got a
Northern Liberties jaunt. I’ve got a jaunt in Camden, New Jersey, friend. I’ve got
murder jaunts, thievery jaunts, epiphanous jaunts about art and self-expression.
My jaunts are urban realism, friend. My jaunts are about the modern human
condition, friend. I’ve got these jaunts for decades.
THREE-AND-THIRTY. The third woman was twenty-seven and something of a
career offender. She wasn’t local. From somewhere in the Poconos, though they
don’t have a current address. She spent time in Virginia and New York, spent time
for possession, for theft. Had a tattoo for her daughter, though they can’t find the
kid. They can’t find anyone for her anywhere. Why Philadelphia? Why
Kensington? Why Wednesday, why Rorer Street, why this jawn of all the jawns?
There probably aren’t answers. Not meaningful ones, anyway. She might have said
she was led there by something deep inside of herself that she didn’t quite
understand. She might have said nothing at all. Some animals just want to find
somewhere quiet to die.
TWO-AND-THIRTY. Which isn’t to say that she was an animal, or that she wanted
to die. No more than any of us are, or than any of us do.
ONE-AND-THIRTY. But we all are and all will, reader, and you should pray against
a public death. God forbid whatever kills you becomes newsworthy. It’s bad
enough to be a cautionary tale for you nieces and nephews, but imagine becoming
a figure in a sensationalized media narrative. Or even simply to be known best for
the unusual way you went out. They say they’ll remember you for your sense of
humor, but you know how it goes.
THIRTY. Here is a fable about mourning: Two women trudge along Tulip Street,
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wilted, foraging in the gutter for cigarette butts. “What a day,” they say, and
“Thank God it isn’t raining.” The sun is out somewhere. In front of a steak shop are
a boy and a dog. They stop to pet the dog. “What’s his name?” they ask the boy.
“It’s not my jawn,” says the boy, “A man asked me to watch it a minute.” The dog
keeps his thoughts to himself, squinting at the women. One begins to cry. “I’m
sorry,” says the other, “There’s been a death in the family.” She finds a butt in a
crack in the pavement and lights it for her sister. “There’s been a death in the
family,” she repeats, “That’s why we’re out looking for cigarettes.”
NINE-AND-TWENTY. There is a discernable etymological lineage that runs from
joint to jaunt to jawn. If I can just make a linguistic point right here. That lineage is
marked by a vowel shift followed by the apocope of /t/. The word broadens,
phonetically and semantically. “oint” is exact. “aunt” is general. “awn” contains
multitudes.
EIGHT-AND-TWENTY. A criticism, should any exist, to be leveled against the
word jawn, might conceivably be that, though the word is encompassing and
accommodating and flexible beyond all realistic demand, it is not, perhaps, ideal in
cases requiring precision.
SEVEN-AND-TWENTY. Precision. Is precision something you want, reader? I said
strangler
(/ˈstræŋglər/) up at the top. That’s the word you need to know. Don’t worry so
much about these others. I recognize that they are distracting, and I would
remove them if I could, but all of them are in service of precision. This jawn is all
about precision.
SIX-AND-TWENTY. Yet there are always unknowns.
FIVE-AND-TWENTY. They pulled a woman from the river way down past the
navy yard. They don’t know where she slipped in. The marks on her throat say she
was dead before the waters accepted her, whirled her, kneaded her tired skin.
They rolled together, redeemed, this woman and the Delaware, past Camden and
Gloucester City and empty unnamed marshland, toward salvation, maybe, toward
somewhere. So what does that mean?
FOUR-AND-TWENTY. Father Divine said of definition (he was speaking of God),
“It is jawnified and jawnilized. It is rejawnified and rejawnilized. It rejawnilizes and
it rejawnilates. It rejawnilates and is rejawnilizatable. It rejawnificates and
rejawnifitizes.”
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THREE-AND-TWENTY. What is problematic is the imprecision of all language.
What is problematic is that one man’s this is another man’s that. I told you what a
jawn is, but you already knew. You knew more deeply than I could ever describe it
to you.
TWO-AND-TWENTY. For real though, you have no idea. Not about this jawn.
This, right here, is my jawn.
ONE-AND-TWENTY. Not victims of the strangler: two instances of ligature
strangulation (one woman, twenty-eight, fully dressed, with an extension cord,
found in a car near Harrowgate Park; one man, thirty-six, fully dressed, with a
length of wire, found in an apartment in the Coral Street Arts House.) One boy,
seventeen, fully naked, manual strangulation, in an abandoned row home in
Juniata. One man, fifty-three, naked from the waist down, hanging from a beam in
a basement on Tioga Street with a belt around his neck. The gunshot victims. And
all the other dead people, too.
TWENTY. Precision is likewise a difficulty in belief. The world introduces
complications for which the theological mind can never fully plan. That is why we
find such simultaneity in faith: that God can be made man, that man can be made
jawn, that jawn can be made spirit manifested in the form of a dove or a heavenly
steed or an angel the reaps the souls of children. Everything is everywhere,
reader, can be anything, anywhere. It doesn’t mean you’re ever safe (you’re not!),
but you’re always accounted for. So there’s that.
NINE-AND-TEN. But really we can’t know anything. I’m not sure I’d want to.
Ignorance leaves much to the imagination.
EIGHT-AND-TEN. Bawa Muhaiyaddeen said of jawn, “Jawn cannot mean life.
Jawn cannot mean death. Jawn cannot mean love. Jawn cannot mean God. Jawn
can only describe what is physical. Jawn can only describe what is temporal. We
must extricate ourselves from this prison of jawns.”
SEVEN-AND-TEN. An interesting thing about Kensington is that no one is
planning on staying there. Not even the gentrifying set, who tend to view
Kensington as a step stone neighborhood on the way to somewhere else.
Everybody’s got a somewhere else. Even lifers, born and bred, seem always mere
days away from packing up, finally getting out to Bucks County, to Bristol or
Croydon or Fairless Hills. Enough is enough is enough, after all.
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SIX-AND-TEN. But no one ever leaves. Listen for a moment to one of God’s
children out on the Avenue, and realize that all of human aspiration is simply a
form of defensive psychosis. A plan provides order in a chaotic universe. Tonight is
just the anteroom to tomorrow. This world is just the vestibule of the next.
FIVE-AND-TEN. One might say, of these Kensington days, Stranglers, rapists,
assorted sociopathic jawns, they generally pick one type of person to go after,
we’re told. They have preferences, like anyone. Our strangler, though, killed a
white woman, a black woman, and a brown woman. And he might be a white man,
a black man, or a brown man. We can’t know. Our jawn is post-racial, we say. He’s
not constrained by prejudices of the past. Ours is a strangler for the new century.
FOUR-AND-TEN. But can we talk conceits for a moment? The structural conceit
of this joint rests on the punning of the words jawn (/dʒɒn/) and swan (/swɑn/). It’s
an off-rhyme. I could tell you that those words rhyme in the Philadelphia accent,
but that would be a lie.
THREE-AND-TEN. Chomsky said, “There are no true rhymes in the Philadelphia
accent. The vowels are too numerous and mercurial. A Philadelphian never makes
the same sound twice.”
TWO-AND-TEN. Pound said, “Philadelphia will produce no great poets.”
ONE-AND-TEN. My point is, sometimes an idea gets away from you. Sometimes
you let it go. I dropped a jawn on the street the other week and watched it blow
away. I did not chase it. I had others. I had, I have, a fuckload of jawns.
TEN. One last thing about the dead women, though. They were all prostitutes, the
newspapers say. The nursing student, the maid, the woman from the Poconos, the
woman in the river, even. For a time. They also did other things, certainly. But who
wants to be defined by their occupation? You, reader, with that shit that you do?
And yes they had addictions, but who of us does not? What we should say is, “We
are all prostitutes,” though it may sound trite and is not, in fact, true. But say it
anyway. Hookers and trollops and harlots and whores, under the El, under a
brilliant, endless sky. Prostitutes, though always among other things.
NINE. I also wanted to get to the air hunger, before this is over. That’s what they
call it, right at the end. The victim can be conscious or not. In the case of an
overdose, or even sleep apnea, it can come in while you’re out. It’s peaceful
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enough that way. But if you’re awake, in the case of drowning, say, it can be quite
horrific. It’s relatively quick, but you are in a state of mortal terror. Panic sets in, of
course. The heart rate rises. Limbs get thrown about, nails dug into flesh, an
animal convulsion twists to free the body. Keep stiff. Do not go limp. Do not let
yourself drown in Kensington.
EIGHT. But the thing that gets me, reader, is that he won’t let you scream. He robs
you of your voice, keeps it muffled and silent down in your throat, right next to
your fear. Fear does not live in the mind, I don’t think, or in the heart, or the gut, or
the spleen. It hangs out right above your clavicle, right at the base your fragile,
lovely neck. It’s a real design flaw, if you ask me.
SEVEN. Silence. That’s the thing, isn’t it? The most terrible thing.
SIX. Where are you reading this? Are you at work? Because that might be him in
the parking lot. Are you on a train? Because that’s probably him at the end of the
car. Tell me you’re not at home, reader, in bed, with the night right on the other
side of the window? He lives out there in the night, you know. Him and all his
nighttime jawns.
FIVE. St. Katharine Drexel said, “My sweetest Joy is to be in the presence of
Death. I beg that when obliged to withdraw in body, I leave my Fear as a heap at
the feet of Death, and my Voice as a draft at the ear of Death, and my Heart
before the Blessed Sacrament of our Lord.”
FOUR. Of course, she lived up in Bensalem.
THREE. One might say, of these Kensington jawns, These jawns are fucked. These
jawns are cracked-out, busted, worthless, wretched. These jawns are damaged,
dopesick, fear-soaked, writhing on the pavement like rain-drowned worms. These
jawns are loathsome, lowdown, high-stakes, coke-mad, life-eyed, life-hungry
familiars of death. These jawns are friendless, too-fucked, too-poor, God-fearing,
God-loving, God-ambivalent children of women. These jawns are itch-scratching,
nail-biting, teeth-gnashing night monsters, kid-having, dead-brother, need-to-call-
my-mother mourners. These jawns are Hey-Mister, spare-a-dollar, hear-my-story,
take-my-picture, know-me, I-was-here, I-lived-on-the-Earth strangers. These
jawns are last-joint, final-jaunt, something’s-got-my-name, someone’s-got-my-
number, all-I-hear-is-quake and all-I-know-is-after-he-gets-me-he’ll-take-you-
next and bless you.
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TWO. And a few of these jawns are swans.
ONE. For real, though.
—-
Michael Deagler lives in Philadelphia. His fiction is featured or forthcoming in
Glimmer Train, B O D Y, Eleven Eleven, Buffalo Almanack, and elsewhere. More at
www.michaeldeagler.com.
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PROCESS OF ELIMINATION
Ryan Napier
There was a young American man and a young American woman, and they were in
love. That was the easy part. What brought them together was a common longing.
Both the man and the woman wanted to be a certain kind of American, and that
was the hard part.
The man and the woman each had an ideal of what kind of American he or she
wanted to be. But neither the man nor the woman could explain his or her ideal,
not to each other, not to anyone else. They were sure that they shared the same
ideal, but so far, the ideal had eluded words.
The best they could do was to express the ideal as a negation. They could not quite
say how to be a good American, but they did know many ways to be a bad or
wrong or “weird” American.
They knew, for example, that they did not want to be the kind of American who
owned a television. They did not want to be the kind of American who drove a car,
or ate at chain restaurants, or was obese.
Given these conditions (and many, many others like them), the man and the
woman considered moving to a large city, where they could live among other
young people who shared their distastes. But this plan had its own problems. If, for
example, the man and the woman were going to live among young people in the
city, they would need to rent an apartment in a formerly black or Hispanic
neighborhood that was now mostly inhabited by white people. But they did not
want to be the kind of American who drove black or Hispanic people from their
neighborhoods and then felt guilty and impotent about it.
Ultimately, moving to the city would not make the man and the woman into better
Americans. The young people in the city had their own versions of television and
cars and chain restaurants—smartphone applications and complicated bicycles
and obscure, locally produced vegetables. The man and the woman did not want
to be the kind of American whose entire inner life could be deduced from his or
her choices of entertainment, food, or consumer goods. But every person, it
seemed, that they knew or met was this kind of easily deducible American.
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Except, of course, for themselves, the man and the woman. They were sure that
they had complex inner lives—or, at least, the possibility of complex inner lives, if
they could become the right kind of American.
They were stuck. They did not want to be the kind of American who ate at chain
restaurants, but they also did not want to be the kind of American who purposely
did not eat at chain restaurants. They did not want to be the kind of American who
lived in a city, but they also did not want to be the kind of American who did not
live in a city.
There was talk of living in the woods. There was talk of building a cabin. Neither of
them had ever built anything larger than a birdhouse, but a cabin, they figured,
was just a larger birdhouse. They read about cabin-making on the internet, and
they realized their mistake: they did not want to be the kind of American who goes
into the wild.
But where else was there to go? Suburb, city, wild—they had exhausted their
options. They did not, they realized, want to be the kind of American who lived in
America.
They read Wikipedia articles about other countries. They typed the phrase “good
jobs abroad” into Google. They learned that the people of nearly every country on
earth wanted Americans to come and teach them English. The man and the
woman could admit this much: they definitely were the kind of American who
spoke English.
But where would they go? They did not want to be the kind of American who
moves to Paris or Spain or Italy or Prague, who gets very drunk and tells other
Americans that he or she is going to write a novel. That was the most obvious kind
of bad Americanness. But there were other, more subtle kinds. The man and the
woman did not want to be the kind of American who goes abroad to acquire
“experience” or “reality.” They did not want to be the kind of American who
becomes profound and brokenhearted in Ghana or Guatemala. They did not want
to be the kind of American who learns a big lesson in a little village.
They looked on the internet for the least inspiring country they could find. They
decided to move to Russia.
They could not imagine what kind of American went to Russia. Old-school
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Communists? Spies? Men who bought wives? The man and the woman were not in
danger of becoming any of those kinds of American.
So they moved to Moscow, and they lived in a long concrete tower.
They had not learned any Russian before arriving—they were, after all, Americans
—so their first Moscow friends were other Americans, other teachers of English.
But even here, in the cold heart of a foreign empire, there were bad or wrong or
“weird” Americans.
There was the kind of American who complained about the minor differences
between American and Russian consumer products—the slightly less sweet taste
of Coca Cola Light, the difficulty of finding avocados and certain cuts of
lunchmeat. There was the kind of American who called Russians “comrade” and
laughed, who spoke their ten words of Russian in obvious accents and without
embarrassment. There was the kind of American who made loud and conspicuous
complaints about the Russian government, who relished every picture of the
police hitting gays or immigrants, who treasured the sense of authenticity and
credibility and seriousness that came with living under a repressive foreign
government. There was the kind of American who used the phrase “back home.”
All of this was obviously unacceptable, and so the man and the woman started to
spend their time with Russians instead.
They went to bars and restaurants with their adult Russian students, and
everyone benefited: the Russians could practice their English, and the man and
the woman could hide from the badness and wrongness and “weirdness” of other
Americans and cultivate their own, more pristine kind of Americanness.
But of course they were not away from other Americans, not really. No one ever
is.
The man and the woman would be in a bar with Russians, and they would be proud
and confident that they were the only Americans in the room, and then they
would hear, in a corner, a little burble of American English. These other Americans
were also with Russians; they also thought they were the only Americans in the
room. They spoke English quietly, and wore clothes that were both too odd and
too cool—too European, in short—to be American.
The man and the woman did not want to meet these other disguised Americans,
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but sometimes groups were thrown together, and they were introduced. The man
and the woman learned that there was the kind of American who bragged about
how long since he or she had been back to the United States or paid American
income tax, who vowed not to have American friends, who married Russian men
or women and offered deflated defenses of the Russian government. They were,
in short, the kind of American who pretended that he or she was not American.
The man and the woman had almost become this kind of American. This terrified
them, of course.
They had been in Moscow for months now, and the snow was falling. Crews of
Kyrgyz immigrants shoveled the snow as it fell. The crews pushed the snow to the
edge of the sidewalk, and soon the piles of snow were head-high and tunnel-like.
The snow kept falling, and the man and the woman wondered where it would go.
Would the walls of the tunnel would just get higher and higher, or would it
collapse?
Their search seemed frozen. They were tempted to give in to the obvious wisdom.
They had always been aware of a big bland truth, the sort of thing that all great
literature is supposed to teach: deep down, everyone else is just as complex as you
are. No one is a type, a “kind.” The kind of American who ate at chain restaurants
had an inner life too—real loves and hopes and fears, a mental existence beyond
Applebee’s. The man and the woman were tempted to acknowledge that they, like
all Americans, were the kind of American who thought the he or she was
completely unlike any other American.
They did not give in to this temptation. They were unable. The bland truth may
have been true, but it was also bland. The man and the woman could recognize
that it was true, but they could never believe something so unsatisfying.
Sometimes they regretted coming to Russia. Sometimes they regretted doing
anything at all. By trying out a different kind of Americanness—by leaving America
—they had already become a certain kind of American: the kind who left America.
Perhaps, they thought, they should not have tried. Perhaps they should have lived
in a small, spare apartment, disconnected from all forms of media and inessential
social interaction. Perhaps this simpler life would have allowed them to detach, to
simply, to cool, until they reached the absolute zero of Americanness.
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But this idea, besides being “weird,” was also unsatisfying. It was as banal as the
banal literary truth.
The only thing left was to keep trying. They did not want to be the kind of
American who gave up. They would continue to work by process of elimination:
they would cross out all the bad or wrong or “weird” kinds of Americanness until
only the small incoherent thing inside them was left.
They would paint themselves into a corner, and the little unpainted space around
their feet would be theirs.
They did not use the word “hope,” because they did not want to be the kind of
American who held on to a ridiculous hope.
—-
Ryan Napier was born in Plant City, Florida. He has degrees from Stetson
University and Yale Divinity School. His work has appeared most recently in
Queen Mob’s Tea House and the Carbon Culture Review. He lives in
Massachusetts.
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EMILY LISTENS TO JOHANNA, THE
SPINSTER
Stephanie Dickinson
1/
1917. Trees hot and heavy, the thrust of leaves around the porch, the wild
vegetable sex of summer clinging to the rain gutters. Fecundity in the insect
kingdom. I try to coax broth through Johanna’s lips as she tosses on her bed, her
skin the flushed pink of a woman in deep fever. She rambles. Bemoaning her
breasts that a baby never suckled, her flat stomach having never been a womb. My
cold hand against her forehead, my fingers chase the geranium sweat from her
temples. Since our beloved pastor, died at age 99, she has no one. What greater
love can a daughter have than to never marry and care for her father?
“If you’ve not left your father’s home or ever gone barefoot outside the walls of
the manse,” she says, “you begrudge him every mouthful, his quivering, his sucking
coffee like a nursing infant. Your suitors never good enough yet you’re obliged to
kiss his pipe-stained, yellow-bearded face. He dies suddenly and you wake
standing in the creek with your skirts rolled to your knees. You lie down in the
water. There, fish make bubble nests. One whispers, telling you to hold a saliva
bubble in your mouth, release it against a water lily’s underside, and your wishes
will come to life. I let the bubble go and spy a man with his shirt off standing
against a tree. The heat of fever sticks to him too like slobber from a cow. The man
stops in the middle of the stream, not looking to the left or right, or even straight
ahead, but down past his rolled pant-legs into the green water. A bandana flashes
in his hand. He wets and wrings it over his head. He is washing himself. Now his
hand goes to the waist of his rolled up jeans. Your eyes follow the bandana moving
over muscle. The man’s beauty must draw all things female/male–ewes, sows,
cows, and bitch dog, female snakes, birds. All the wanting, all the dead afternoons
with staring eyes and mouth agape, all the sermons that sought to preach
endlessly into your head vanish. Gone like the odor of smoldering peonies when
the sun’s directly overhead or the gruel of a mourning dove’s tune. The ghost of
your girlhood beauty—strawberry-blond hair streaming—gets up from your
father’s leather armchair and wades toward the washing man. Amen.”
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Once again, Johanna tries to strip off her clothes and I tire of struggling with her. I
let her lie naked afloat in her mind creek. I do not judge. There are some women
and men who will eat mosquito larvae, all things green and starve out the other
fish. She has so little time to feed.
2/
1917. Inside the manse there is a held breath, a quiet that waits to be broken by
his shuffling step, the walls and floor and curtains remember his cherry pipe
tobacco. Johanna pours a glass of lemonade but instead of drinking spits into the
sink. For the pleasure of it. Her feet carry her into the study. She wrote his
obituary, a draft of it lies on the desk where she put down the pen. FRANCIS
PORKORNY, age 99, died Friday. Johanna, the Gentle, Johanna, the Left Behind,
Johanna, the Good Daughter is no more. Now she writes: “He gutted me, refused
me my season, the wound his knife made from collarbone to tailbone, a butcher’s
incision, the taking of my life, skewering it. My intestines kept slipping from the
incision like wet flower stems. Last look at my father he wore his coffin suit and
liniments—a black frock with velvet panel—and atop his nose the mortician had
set his steel-rimmed spectacles. What was there for him to see? A man fed and
bathed and put to bed by me, the only man my hands had ever traveled over. I’d
bathe him in the kitchen, pull the shades, sponge water and shake talc—flecks of
red plum, over his twig nest and shriveled chicken neck. Now my father’s safely
tucked away in heaven. I throw the windows open, shrug off my long skirt and
apron, I wrap my nakedness in curtain lace. Girlish feet still, pink and fresh,
unused, feet that hadn’t traveled far carry me to the creek behind the manse.
Letting the current feed on me, I laugh. Kneeling, I sense the depths where water
eddies over the drowned branches. The two suitors my father turned away will
hear of his death forty years too late. My twenties and thirties, the hardest.
Birthdays, I cursed. Never would my eggs turn wet, never would I fill with milk. On
my forehead, the word Heresiarcha was carved. The green flow washes between
my unfucked thighs. Once, I entered a meat locker—that frozen world of sawdust
and ice, kinged by the headless tallow cows. Suspended from hooks and upside
down, I wanted to giggle for I saw myself hanging from the hook of my quiet
bedroom. Beheaded, my girl-self’s mane of cornsilk hair and stew of blue eyes sat
there in my horsehair chair. I wade into the deepest middle of the stream. Sheep
graze its banks. They mock me, life unlived, my sixty-nine years rotting. I eat their
golden turds, their straggling fleece that catches on the bark.
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—-
Stephanie Dickinson, raised on an Iowa farm, now lives in New York City. Her
novel Half Girl and novella Lust Series are published by Spuyten Duyvil, as is Love
Highway, her brand new novel based on the 2006 Jennifer Moore murder. Her
work appears in Hotel Amerika, Mudfish, Weber Studies, Nimrod, South Loop
Review, Rhino, and Fjords, among others. Port Authority Orchids, a novel in
stories for young adults, is available from Rain Mountain Press. Her fictional
interview Heat: An Interview with Jean Seberg was released in October 2013
from New Michigan Press. www.stephaniedickinson.net.
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WHO THEY WERE
Nathan Knapp
The bar faced the street. On the backside of the bar stood a wooden fence, and in
between the fence and the drinking establishment’s windowless back wall there
was a narrow space. That’s where they were screwing.
They were screwing with their mouths open, heaving in the night air. The man’s
pants sagged around his knees, and his naked ass glistened in the gray moonlight.
The woman’s skirt was hiked around her waist, and her tits bobbed back and forth
with the couple’s motion, hanging low out of her red V-neck blouse. The man’s
hand cupped one of her breasts like a rock climber seeking a steady grip with
which to hoist himself up.
In the brown dirt parking lot next to the narrow space behind the bar lay a
crumpled pair of cream-colored red polka-dot panties—hers.
*
Across the dirt lot, where dull green bottle fragments strewn amongst the dust
glinted in the gray streetlight, on the third floor of the apartment building that
stood above the bar, two young men named Billy and Jack were screwing, belly to
back, for the second time that night, with a slow and steady pleasure.
While they screwed they talked. At first while they talked, they talked about how
they were screwing—we’re screwing—and about how much they were enjoying it;
about how they might even screw again later, for a third time; how they might
even spend the rest of their lives like this, screwing on into eternity, forever and
ever, amen.
They were both preachers’ sons. They had met at a pastors’ convention they’d
dutifully attended with their fathers, back when they were both fourteen.
Suddenly, in the pool at the hotel where they were staying, neck-deep in the
bottom-lit water, they knew something about each other without even saying
anything, knew something about each other that neither of them had ever told a
soul before.
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And now here they were, screwing in the apartment on the third floor above the
bar, for the second time that night.
*
When Hector emerged from the bar he heard the sounds of the couple in the
narrow space behind the bar’s back wall. As he walked across the lot he saw the
red polka dot panties crumpled on the brown dirt lot.
He picked the panties up. They were soft, painfully soft, and still warm. He heard
the sounds again, and, knowing the sounds for what they were, stood motionless.
Hector, at twenty-one, had never screwed or been screwed by anyone, and, as he
heard the sounds and held the panties in his hand he felt a fine, delicate pain in his
chest.
The pain amused him. He looked around for the source of the sound—unn, unn,
oooh—but saw nothing.
He wondered if he was imagining the sounds. Back in the bar he’d had one more
drink than he’d meant to, which was two more drinks than he could afford. The
sounds ceased, and the pain in his chest sharpened. All he could hear was the
sound of rock music from inside the bar.
Hey, said a man’s voice from the dark.
A man and a woman stepped out of the narrow space between the bar’s back wall
and the fence.
Hi, Hector said.
I don’t believe those belong to you, said the man, in a gruff tone of voice that
reminded Hector of his father. He wore a gray golf shirt with a miniature elk over
the left breast.
Behind the man’s left shoulder the woman grinned. She was very pretty, dressed
in a deep red blouse and black skirt with a low neckline.
No, Hector said. They don’t belong to me at all.
They’re mine, said the woman, still grinning.
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Hand em over, said the man, reaching out his hand.
Hector handed the red polka-dot panties over to the man, and the man handed
them to the woman, who thanked him.
She said, I lost track of these, didn’t I. And then, matter-of-factly, she bent over
and slid them over her high heels and up her thighs, right there in front of the man
and Hector. He saw her pubic hair, something he’d never seen on a live woman.
His heart whumped in his chest.
Have a good night, the man said.
You too, Hector said.
*
Far from the narrow space behind the bar, far from where Hector now walked
alone down the adjacent street with his heart only now beginning to calm a little,
far from the third floor apartment where Billy and Jack lay tangled atop the rough
sheets on Billy’s bed, in another bedroom in another town on the opposite side of
the state lay Billy’s father and mother, naked together for the first time in years.
Sweat covered their skin. In the dark the mother’s face was the color of ashes.
Billy’s father was still trying to get his wind back.
For a long time they lay quiet in the dark. It had been such a long time since they’d
done this sort of thing that they were unpracticed in what to do or say, post-
coitus. They had both been who they were for many years, many decades; it was
very hard to be anything else. Who they were did not have much to say to each
other, anymore.
In the dark she heard him reach for the television remote. She knew the sound of
him reaching for the remote better than she knew her own heartbeat—a soft
scuffing, a grunting as he reached over his own belly.
Don’t, she said. Not yet.
Why not.
How long has it been, Frank?
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How long has what been, he said.
They were quiet again. There was enough light in the room that she could just
make out the picture frames on the wall, the frames which held photos of her and
her husband, and of her son, Billy, who no longer spoke with either of them. The
light came in through the doorway, where a nightlight glowed. The light had
always made her feel more alone with herself than even pure darkness would.
The sound of the radio traveled up the stairs from the kitchen, left on from when
she’d done the dishes earlier, something by Debussy—Clair de Lune. In her
twenties she had known the piece by heart, but that was a long time ago, before
she had become the preacher’s wife. Before she’d had the son who would leave
home.
The television exploded with light, and its staccato noise replaced the faint sound
that she had heard, the sound of the moon, alone in the night sky.
—-
Nathan Knapp’s writing has appeared in Frequencies, Parcel, Word Riot, The
McNeese Review, Vol.1 Brooklyn, and other publications. An MFA candidate at
Oklahoma State University, he edits The Collapsar, and lives in Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
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THREE POEMS
Jessica B. Weisenfels
COMMUNITY THEATRE
as we drive into the moon
the child draws out her sounds
calls it harvest 
a heterochromatic eye
filtering the plain darkness
her father keeps 
another homely wife
in his own sanctity
the minutiae is simple
when it unravels
we will ring our hands
in visible breath 
and silent accolade
how it is always better
when she can calculate 
the static limit
of a reasonable collapse
WE SLEEP IN AMPERSAND
when you are awake and not awake
and calling out from my other life
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a small voice in a long fall
the brief occasion of you
I am barefoot on the trailer floor
whole and moving in skin
the ache in my spine
trembling your trouble
the replication of lost things
the lower level events
I hold you near a whiter noise
than the safer place of speaking
punch drunk and counting
the continuity of your breath
like your toes
when you were born
like
the lunar motion
of us
HOW WE ARE DANCING FOR OUR LIES
there is time now
to write the names in voices
I was like this once
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she wears a champagne dress
wraps mythical hysterics
below the movement of my eyes
deeply kind
and young 
and exchanging
a mortgage on sound
a plastic thumbtack
in a paper wall
on the county line
to songs he wrote
on a mortgage I paid
a champagne dress
a room of red books
a sixth bottle of wine
I was once like this
bent on bow strand 
for a neck that splits in two
a hundred years since
the thrill of spines
and the receding selves
“I saw you
in the corner booth”
sew it up with nickel strings
like a window on a swamp
the small precipice of lost control
where I nursed my daughters
we are on the floor
a second time
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“are you dynamically opposed”
are you
of or pertaining to face or power
are you 
of or pertaining to force related to moment
are you the stretch of him
are you the hair like haystacks
are you like a body
“I am become
and all worlds”
once 
I was like this
in a trailer house
and in Oklahoma the river burned
—-
Jessica B. Weisenfels lives in rural Arkansas, where she accumulates chronic
diseases and steals language from her children. Her work can be found in Sink
Review, E-ratio, MadHat Lit, and a few other places.
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ALL AMERICAN POEM
Jeff Haynes
tell me current spiritual phase in this long life
of seesawing between nonbelief and awe
are the words in red direct quotes
or translations of translations of translations
why do fools fall in love
why do fools run the country
why did one summer you live entirely off ice
only to come out the other side unrecognizable
who taught us to nuzzle up and kiss the bait waiting on the snare
who showed us how to put our fingers down our throat
and become empty vessels for something that would never come
why are we still waiting
what strange light led us from our bedroom to the basement
to where our father wept as he listened
to a baseball game on the radio
a bare bulb swinging like a golden halo overhead
the same basement where we first learned the embarrassment of love
how you can try and almost muffle it under cheering and static
how silence is a killer nonetheless
and since then
anytime a man cries in a movie
you cry too
Robert DeNiro in Goodfellas
Robert DeNiro in Raging Bull
Robert DeNiro in City by the Sea
tell me what box to check
if today would have been perfect
except for the rain
which we secretly prayed for
which sabotaged the parade
what is schadenfreude
who brought these black clouds to the party
tied them around our wrists with string
and told us to wait
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well it’s been a good long while now
where’s the knife
the knitting needle
the railway spike
we’re still waiting patiently on third
for the signal from homeplate
telling us when to close our eyes and charge
hope for the best
when the dust clears
who will be there to instruct us afterwards
who will be there to tell us when to lift
our tongues to the white light
and accept this gift of hurting
just because
—-
Jeff Haynes is an MFA candidate at Virginia Tech, where he also serves as
Managing Editor of the minnesota review, and as an assistant editor of Toad.  His
work has appeared or is forthcoming in Word Riot, Gabby, Hot Metal Bridge, and
elsewhere.  You can find him online at: jeffhaynespoet.wordpress.com.
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TWO POEMS
Joe Hall
AMNESIA ’97 PART 2
or a chasm in each box, a ladder, or if A can read B takes orders, please stop
tear this picturesque ruin down, resurrect it in urine, the circle needed
to nest in the chain loop not opening the chest to swipe for solar life
but inches the whole apparatus forward
hauling stones with brother
dull keys of the weather
arc of the ocean of shine a house for civilizations’
simulation of glare against glass in the oil my hands face
the keystroke’s shape the car door open
as rain is the other road I forgot
●
like the planet a giant eyeball looking into the lines of space
a dream sticking a square knife in a square head
like forest erosion ten o’clock sunlight
started raining the entity looked the same silver
ennobling lived in honey fog
to the yet unlit air park
raining rivery chatter
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is it, or not?
●
focus focus, an amphibian sits here between things
my heads my hands the great many things
I had line up in a lot with a sycamore fringe
dumb copy dumb dream
materialized and attached to a pole
was a habitual tactic spun on its axis
was a what she is telling the entity in the gallery wilderness
which is the VHS movie club
counting out the register
drive ice roads back to the ‘burbs
●
but loneliness: tedious gods of the deserts you shit
behind a gun aimed at the sea
a nation of stalks slowly accumulating sparkling masses
lemons’ and lentils’ scent he tells me
he cut in half the windows the skies in St. Louis
●
of the entity’s cirrhosis of assembled snow of not even work disappears
of sight while you sit at a table write or read
of a causeway extinguished to pay off what it cost
of tomb clock calling for the other from trash light a chord
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of let loose without food, rent paid no roof going
of those in the morning and the saints heavy paints consecrate
of a bill converted to faces
●
into the cataract of secret years
after I dug fingerlings this ceaseless soothing rail pushing muscle
the entity is a dry scraping sound down by the LEDs
heads spoke a language the entity heard
withered words devouring the mouth of meaning
J.X. with the sledge to swing into
the boards we wheeled
into the woods
the strings of an instrument under the river’s wiring
what was bickering what was healing
in the broadcast twilight you never knew was a garden
●
to view that chaos’ changes arrayed around the code
around this planet under glass like onyx like gold like analogical madness
a street to stroll, slush viewed over something
everything must pass to smooth
everything must pass
surfaces boards fill with didn’t
●
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down on the humid tile clicking grass to grow back
stoked through a vent or slash of football into separate trailers down in the
stinking silver
in silence play a game of contact in one kind
of public like all things do if you landed unmoved
you threw the ramp
lines, platforms, streets, stairs, how
we make a wheel that keeps on reading
●
her son thinks technical school is a joke
so push scissors through my throat
back to bang dirt digging into doubles
wind dwell naked in the morning planet
call it a clog
beautiful rich soil highway sign
and desire for endless combat
were all these paychecks
your dead grade school friend sending you a message
urging you to check out a Best Buy gift card contest?
second shift, Friday night 10:48 PM overflowing the annulus
how it is to wake chewing dirt into love that was once people
and in my heart I feel I am the smell of sulfur
just before you both hanging on a graceful fixture
to this flushing toilet ride a flood
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of carrot peels your tongue sails no blossoms
and it means a lot to you—to take a right to tear this project down on the shift
no progress no sleep
feeding books into a machine outcomes
green, green, green!
●
second shift, Friday night, 10:45 PM worn as if by men
talks to the same house you couldn’t grow
lights green/red in incalculable return
what can we do, stillness, only exhaling
the way following unseen cargo, the entity’s own
deeper mouth brushing familiar blossoms across
my nose in the darkness the room the yawing dullness
from warehouse rafters where we is a collision
to give a very heavy falling
all things do but you keep reading
time will push through the wall the conveyor line
but we will be just a portion
of absence opened to a photograph of rustbelt ruin
the spine I learned history had been
a canopy of petals ending with cancer
the increased resolution of bliss
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AMNESIA ’13
●
And vomited and trickled and fungus and building
so turn back
look across the river, the cold bite the thigh
or turn back
to the house is in flames it is in flames
to turn back
to vomited and morning and upstream and built
in waders walk down the honey
massive and labyrinth like water to sand
children birth plastic bag systems
in a melancholy cocoon
a thigh the dream the city that drinks
down an unimaginable blueprint
to powder left on a strip
●
Diorama seam dust
mold of the leaves, apples of May
working down morning
walking the chatter
the speaker looks bored
because he sees a box the theatre the world
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houses huddle eroding stone crossings
Adams St. to eighteen block archive
everywhere everywhere everywhere
dream home fine filaments of suspended roots
kill the connection bailiff
kill the disconnection bailiff
kill kill kill kill kill
friend friend friend friend friend
this wonderful tantrum feeds its enclosure
bridges built enough to become
a bombing of sorts, a parting of ways
a success duly intended
●
You and snow as if the abridging
between arrangements of houses extinguishes
work falling softly through the trees
as if the two ends could not embrace
on a crate a mattress drains
septic ships breathe algae flowers
so a belt appears around your head
a steel-toed church accordion
men demolish 7th and Bentz
city verticals becoming the epic fountain
all sewers plunge shitlight holidays
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is there a room to sift horizontal suns
oyster beds
to hold life in life
an injury to the head
good enough, however able
you see the reason I walk
around this question of fault
●
Shovels click sine cataclysm water
electrifying the anodized moon
sit on the entities’ thighs
I mean in my dead
houses’ shuffle circles the stars
look up from production
look up: the end
creeping flowing twitching growing
it needs a location
to exercise its math on the blue to red or 48 bus
with who staples roof shingles who sweats DT
aquarium sound silt obscuring the shot
This That and And and And the greatest degradation
from nonpoint sources
is this nice couch and long rectangular windows facing the carnage
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●
As if each path were slenderly opposed
by some wonderful image buried in packing peanuts
stars of color peddling between loaded cars
eat it all
or let me watch
snow across two planets on a fine wire mesh
putting lips to who carries what slips
water or small seed
flushed through the rind of a pumpkin
piss tank dye sinks the morning
frayed like the gloves mom wore
on the manufactory line
against little stones chip chip the laws
of change, the stream a tin thinning
where you walk the gravel loop
●
I want to tell you about my sentimental dream
of quietly weeping angels
and the sperm of some world devouring machine
where the roof clutches sand
to see the dot matrix end meet the beginning
you have to turn away
the water is deep
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in a Baltimore spring’s first flower
petrified to stand and smile for six shifts, ten hours
—-
Joe Hall is the author of three books of poetry: Pigafetta Is My Wife (Black
Ocean 2010), The Devotional Poems (Black Ocean 2013), and, in collaboration
with Chad Hardy, The Container Store Vols I & II (SpringGun 2012). He currently
resides with fellow poet Cheryl Quimba in Buffalo, New York, where Hall is
studying commons, excess, waste flows, and poetics.
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FROM ‘HERMIONE’
Katy Gunn
Hermione turned the beach hanging from her neck on its head and considered
coastal abrasion. She had just read a book about it and another book about it. She
had just listened to a podcast. The granules would eventually grind the joint of the
hourglass thin, scrape through. Hermione shook her pendant, feeling, as always,
like she should know more than that.
She did, of course. The length of time it takes to wear away a surface depends on
the hardness and concentration of each abrasive little shard. Sand is eroded rocks,
shells, and other remains of life. Left still under enough pressure for a calculable
amount of time, the shards will begin to consolidate again. Sedimentary rock is
classified according to the particles from which it is composed. Pendant does not
always mean bauble. It can also refer to a composition intended to complement
another composition. Complement is yet another term for the number of people
required to man a ship.
With the amount of vaguely related information she could bring to mind, she
could solve any number of constructed puzzles, weave in the loose ends of nearly
any plot. Or she could not.
*
The next exercise was recognizing all she did not frequently have occasion to
think of as her own. Toenails peeling the insides of her shoes, ligaments holding
the front of each thigh to its socket, the pelvic angles at which separate filaments
blinked white with microscopic tears. Her shoulders set back.
She did not jog backwards just for the sake of. She was reeling to foster some
correspondence between those shoulders and anything she might eventually
think to direct them to do.
Her shoe caught half treadmill edge and half moving belt. Or she backed up with
confidence, knocking into the controls. It was always something. It was all
indicative of why Monica had to keep up the going backwards, even if her husband
worried when he passed her workroom on his way downstairs to accept from the
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mail carrier more boxes of imported glue.
Monica steadied herself with the handles and let go for most of the morning.
Behind her head, the movie cut to the same commercial five times. Hermione
appeared during these breaks too. The commercial advertised a double marathon
of adventures involving her younger self and a prisoner, a stone, a chamber of
secrets.
Her mother washed her sweat off by sinking back into her box of waves. They
were so steady and small, beating her back, that she could not differentiate one
from the other, could only feel them as one hard, sustained shove.
*
Hermione turned her hourglass over and climbed up the steps to her old house. In
the window, her mother and father faced the television. The bright screen
condensed their heads into two dark holes. The one with her hair knotted nodded
at the picture, a familiar vessel bobbing in place.
In the doorway, framed by the white afternoon, Hermione watched herself drag
herself down from upstairs. She gave herself a glance, a knowing look. At least
recognition. Hermione lifted her professorial pointer to indicate her mother, the
back of her head. Engulfed by television light, its fuzzy edges rippled. The
circumference ebbed.
Hermione leaned close enough to count the folds of white in her knot. Her mother
smelled like attempts by bath product creators to pin down a fragrance wholly
unlike cormorant droppings, stranded shellfish, decomposing loggerheads, and
petroleum, yet reminiscent of the seaside.
She pictured herself pressing her nose into her mother’s hair. Further, into the
cast of her face. Hermione tapped herself gently on the shoulder with her wand,
like a teacher. She had thought it over long and hard and over. Obliviate,
Hermione pointed.
On the day the cruise liner left, Monica wore white high heels that filled with sand.
Teetering toward the stairway, she sucked heavy air into her mouth and would
not imagine it tasting like anything but exactly like what she knew herself always
to have wanted.
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—-
Katy Gunn hula hoops and swallows swords. Her first book, Textile School, is
forthcoming from The Lit Pub.
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FROM ‘THE SEVENS SONS OF
GOLDEN’
Michael Marberry
FOURTH & FIFTH SONS (CONCURRENT TWIN-SONG)
[one_half padding=”0 75px 0 0″]Both me (a brooded litter born
with me) and me in Golden’s
battled. First: dis-ease. Then:
the jettaturaed peek toward me
as peek as stink. What’s left of
nexts-to-be but wars with me:
pre-force, feisty siphons? Me
me’d me sure a recumbentibus
momentous, paramount. Still,
me bore these stunts perfecto.
Tits-for-tats, this went awhile:
me, flurried, living. Then: bell.
Then: cease. Then: something
kinned to cognizance and awe.
Me (hive-mind and honey me)
and me like Golden Brosefs:
twin narcissus and emergent
boids, irreducible as densest
idioms. Heed, me weeps, these
zygotes all. You’re gonna miss
me when we’re gone.[/one_half]
[one_half_last padding=”0 0 0 75px”]Both me (a brooded litter born
with me) and me in Golden’s
battled. First: dis-ease. Then:
the jettaturaed peek toward me
as peek as stink. What’s left of
nexts-to-be but wars with me:
pre-force, feisty siphons? Me
me’d me sure a recumbentibus
momentous, paramount. Still,
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me bore these stunts perfecto.
Tits-for-tats, this went awhile:
me, flurried, living. Then: bell.
Then: cease. Then: something
kinned to cognizance and awe.
Me (hive-mind and honey me)
and me like Golden Brosefs:
twin narcissus and emergent
boids, irreducible as densest
idioms. Heed, me weeps, these
zygotes all. You’re gonna miss
me when we’re gone.[/one_half_last]
THE CONGRESS OF DADDIES (W/ RULES OF ORDER)
To start: Each day’s the day of
less potential. It hurts to say
so, though we know to know
and not say’s the sin of dumb
understanding. Point of order:
Query: Did we OK quorum?
If so, a’ight, let’s motion our
motion, meaning: love. Did we
when and how and why them
Golden? Retort! Let’s answer
every vote with yays or nays
and oath to gavel in absentias.
Let’s requisition this bitchest
body politic with bed-grunts,
wettest gestures. Of Golden,
think with manly thoughts
and uber-. Daddies! Surely
Golden did appear to each of
us stupendous. And duddered,
we stiff-dicked.
[one_half_last padding=”0 50px 0 0″][/one_half_last]
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THE EARTH (IN WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE)
Golden, have I loved you like
a planet with the paradigm of
whim? Truer physics I forget,
unlike the scent of red innards:
offal & spit-fried. Once, I was
two hands to hold your weight
in trees and piles of dirt-white
truffles we could not wean off.
Once, you were my reckoning.
See Golden: lonely philo-logic.
See Golden: lowly and strange
like those furors for rock-art,
folk-rock, ancient metallurgies.
(Did I hurt you? You ought to
live on Mars.) I gave you more
sons than the highest prime in
the ledger of pure sorrows. O,
Golden latitudes. O, madly. O.
[one_half_last padding=”0 50px 0 0″][/one_half_last]
—-
Michael Marberry’s work has appeared in The New Republic, West
Branch, Indiana Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, The Cincinnati Review, Bat City
Review, and elsewhere. Michael is currently the Poetry Editor of Third Coast and
Coordinator of the Poets-in-Print Reading Series. He hails from Tennessee but
lives in Michigan.
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FROM ‘THOUGH WE BLED
METICULOUSLY’
Josh Fomon
Intensely morning  this face in the broken
fire—the harsh portrait of words
smashing. How will the air receive
our crumbling?
I spent the
entirety of my
youth
ministering to
my open sores.
The grid
underneath my
skin maps a
breath in
motioned time.
Pulsar
invariable. The
stray passenger
between lives
and people—
beginning to
drone. Wet, dark
warm. It was all
flowers
blooming in the
veins. Pure
quadrants of
direction—
solstice of
orogeny. I
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connected my
selves to other
selves and the
dark things they
do. It was here
between the arts
I took my first
bride and buried
my vows in my
forearm. The
state had formed
under my breath
through my eyes
—the world
brightened in
sharp drowning
noise. I tongued
through the air a
green moisture
in her aroma.
She took my
shadow and left
me disconnected
to the feet I had
compassed.
Errant erratic.
Exact aperture
of
misunderstanding.
I pled constantly
to save my life.
Across the sky as the broad sword on fire.
To have a culpability. The dirty calm
striations. The sun hue struck
wisps in clouds. I had learned how to mouth my
name.
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Call this a way
out.
—-
Originally from Iowa City, Josh Fomon lives in Seattle where he edits the art
journal Depaser with Colin Post and Burke Jam. His book THOUGH WE BLED
METICULOUSLY is forthcoming from Black Ocean in spring 2016. His poems
appear or are forthcoming in alice blue review, Caketrain, Deluge, DREGINALD,
Handsome, jubilat, pallaksch. pallaksch., and others.
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FROM ‘SCOLOPENDRUM’
Purdey Lord Kreiden
OUT OF SPACE AND FURTHER OUT AGAIN
Out of space and further out again, hares snuggled in a plastic transparency, knees
carpeted by waterlike graffitis. My lips have the taste of a drug I’ve taken long ago,
a drug that calmed my eyes, and calmed my face, calmed my lips when it touched
them and calmed my legs when I tried to walk on them, and I was calm back then,
and thoughtful and indifferent was I to Pluto or Mars, wilting a little more with
each moment that I notice, fading away if I don’t concentrate on their
conversation. Like, the handwriting in lemon on a splinter of uranium cease
existing for decades. Somebody will remember how to brush it against the
glimmers of a far-away forest fire the same way the gypsy did. One morning you’ll
wake up, have a coffee with milk in it, brush your teeth, and when you’ll look up
into the mirror you will know you’ve just been expulsed from Paradise.
There will be 5 different suns, but no night.
Here’s your whiskey, a glass for it, force me, and I will drink, animals will bow to
me on my way home and open their chests so I will see, the magnificent shell that
they held there instead of a throat and a heartbeat, and the candle I held will be
solid, rooted deep into my steps, and I will hold the lantern up to the animal’s
breasts and their completions were of a sapphire red crescent.
When the wrong sun will set they will go back inside, they will stay inside, rest, do
nothing, hallucinate.
(He grumbled)
[two_fifth padding=”0 100px 0 0″]   
    [/two_fifth]
[three_fifth_last]When it was dawn it was then, there was dawn
and a non-emotive            knowledge of dawn,
dawn isn’t erotic, but if you take off your pants
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and I take off my underwear and we stand in front
of one another  kneeling on the bed[/three_fifth_last]
[two_fifth padding=”0 100px 0 0″]kneeling on the bed
[/two_fifth]
[three_fifth_last padding=”0 0 0 0″]with your cock hardening
between my legs
we make dawn be.
I sit on the toilet seat and you sit on me
and we both pee. Blue-grey, steel, zaffre, from sea
to sky, from sky to sea. A sky sinks deeper
into the sky. Bats circuit the night sky with a wine
electricity. The pressure of gravity like cum
on a naked shoulder by the pool where I drowned
my japanese best friend when I was a child,
it’s good to count the time passing
on my belly, thoughts a stoned
persian green, and turn to my back again
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to get an even tan. The sky’s full of pines,
and pine-trees, a luscious green-brown tint
tingling along my spine down to my cunt
where it nestles the letters I will write to you someday,
when I have time, when I am tanned,
among my pines, and pine-trees,
both the same tree, part of many different kinds of
trees. Pines, PINES, my friend,
pines. [/three_fifth_last]
Pines, and sticky buns from the asian restaurant I brought you in the morning, just
after your dad visited you and told you to stop drinking so much bad wine, the
floor of your room was bare, not made, and you slept with your chapka on (I’m
turning from my back to my belly now, the sun’s bloated with my ankles, ready to
spread them apart, bones gurgling down my blood, the towel under me is moist
with armpit sweat, I can smell it, I put my nose on it, inhale, exhale out more moist,
my hands are under my face, my face facing the lawn, on which a pinecone flutters
like a nipple apprehending the tip of a prick’s caress)
and I slept naked. There by the small seaside you got alcohol poisoned, and your
jewish girlfriend did not let you sleep at her place, because she lived with her
parents and they disapproved of you fucking before marriage. Uranium spurts out
your ear into your cupped hands, my old friend, I’m wearing the yellow socks you
gave me before you left,
[one_fifth padding=”0 0 0 0″] 
 [/one_fifth]
I wore them when you doggystyled me in the backyard of
your mom’s house, it was an afternoon after school, I had
gone home earlier to give you a fellatio and I told the nurse I
had a headache and she let me go with a pill of aspirin I held
burrowed in the
wrinkles of my fisted hand like Barbelo’s
[one_fifth padding=”0 0 0 0″] [/one_fifth]
long kept secret.
Your house right next to mine, and our mom wasn’t home and you were on all-
fours
on the lawn, sniffing the wet ground in search for mushrooms that
make the one that eats
them dream awake for a certain amount of time. (When I wrote that
I turned on my back, my toes curl
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down)
HERE, BLANK
My swimming suit is of a purple dark-green, darknesses surround my head like the
edges of a beef heart, I cumshot the peaches in the peach-tree nearby. I cumshot
the pears of the pear-trees and the fig of the figtrees. The fruits I make are these
leaves scattered on the ground before 8AM after a short Autumn night, there’s a
post-office on the right, further south a lake like a canvas of short paintings,
dribbles of sweet meat on the bottom of our sweaters, which we wore reverse, to
silence the stains; the black drinks we reserved for our Friday nights, and cold
chicken leftovers on the table as big as the mingled space that is your cock buried
in my ass. (As war is the god of the universe, a turquoise elbow on a tree-trunk
remains, and is made whole by the solemn apparition of a brutal chant of roses)
Here, blank, I roll over onto my back, to let my
stomach and
this side of my thighs golden up against the timid halo
of the sky. The sky, dim and unnoticed
most of the time, I looked at you crouched with your
nose
buried in the lawn, my arms held tight above the
ground, each
patch of grass a little too large, your eyes rolling back
into your
head like a frog fearing the                                                                                        icecold purple
yellows of
the marsh
[one_half] [/one_half]
[one_half_last]would jump backward[/one_half_last]
and on to the whitening moss reflecting
[one_fourth] [/one_fourth]
[three_fourth_last]the wild berries chewed and declined[/three_fourth_last]
by the sparrow, the dances, the echoing grass
smoothen
by mephedrone
grains. I’ve found nothing, not in the grass, not in the lawn; I smelled the grass, and
I smelled the
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lawn, I smelled my finger after
they’ve circuited you, we sucked on one another, we held our arms up above our
head on the
pillowcase where we could let them rest. I’ve got nothing to found but the grass in
which we pissed,
and the grass
in which we crouched, sapphired turquoises raining like a drive-in
line, my towel around my hips, I swap
my right sock
to the left foot
Since this, drunkness given, how to say it,
[one_fifth] [/one_fifth]
[four_fifth_last]you know, my drunkeries,[/four_fifth_last]
I dreamed them, and half-saw them, and they opened my legs and I glided
upon them like a
tongue.
You will have the same face, with wrinkles like a tree-
trunk,                                                              the
same face you’ve got when you were younger, restless,
agessss preteen boys kissing on the lips
after they’ve jerked off together,
becoming age-like with carvings
running along it,
like good old tree-trunk do.
their bones sing
chants
a forest perforates the silence
In your letter you explained to us that Nature prevails upon Men because a patch
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of grass won’t care
if we stink, if we stiffen in rotness a moss ground will give us guts, upon which we
can gently lay,
becoming giantesque ; a grass won’t judge the curve of the palm of our hand, or
the texture of our
flesh, the smell of our armpit, the smell of our hands
in the inflorescent cauldron of a glade I laid, conversing with the
unborn, better then asleep, better than awake,
like unexisted, I forgot we were
teal-aged like
lyrics
I USED TO WALK FOR HOURS AND HOURS AROUND TOWN
I used to walk for hours and hours around town, without a single thought to
disturb my errand.
This calm I felt was a lump of amethyst jizzing into my blood like a theater screen; I
watched my walks unscroll before me like stains of sun daubing the iris of a young
boy, his sleep like a virus wrapped in the shadow of a scarf upon which a dark-
yellow beer had been spilled. Kids are excited about the snow arriving in garbage
trucks, they woke up earlier this morning (the music they made
like a boy just about to cum) to watch it being poured in piles
onto the streets.
A wave parted from a crop of stars in the back of the car where I had fallen asleep
and I opened my mouth for it but too late and the wave against my lips shattered
into blue-grays and I gathered them as one as they fell down into my hands and
raised them to my lips as a single whip of pastel beryl and stuffed my mouth with it
as fast I could
without choking.
I walked to a forest contained in the remains of a letter you wrote to me, the letter
was what made the forest be, and orange or red roots like words of prayer
delicately cracked the crust of sky to grow like vertebrae above the trees. Wings
detached their colors from the contours of the blowjob you were receiving.
Horizons detached from the sky like a layer of sulphate. I felt bare, and I
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looked at my arms
and they were. Allah could take any form o he adopted the length of your pants
you rolled up your ankles to walk through the rivulets of water. (little weeds grow
fast, then they’re forgotten)
My hand felt my head resting on my hand, my head felt my hand on which it
rested, my tongue felt your cock gliding up and down the sunset, your balls
bumping against my neck like finding one’s
way around
an estranged room in the dark. The trees let their silhouettes fall softly to the
ground where they merge with the grass, naked and doomed to die
TURTLE NAPES GROPED
Turtle napes groped
By strong turquoise hands
And my palms the substance of a fire, only dimmer.
The black buds are in winter, the ashes of the ash-tree are chased away
When summer comes around.
I held a peach to my mouth, and once I held a handful of grapes
Or figs that had shriveled a little
Another time
I held a pork leaver, an avocado core
Or a milk glass.
Sometimes thinking about the woods is enough; going to the woods would be a
waste. Our mom has that you know, she keeps on thinking that she want to leave
her crappy job to go live with goats, she doesn’t know the first thing about
animals, all her cat does is rub his huge balls on the diner table, actually
everywhere food is baked. In a higher scale, Pessoa said it too, how his normalized
life was the shell he needed to unfurl the lactescence of his wilder dreams and
fantasies; how he wouldn’t have left the cocoon of his boring routine to plunge
into the substance of his thoughts, but how the alchemy between the two gave
him the necessary balance to live his life to the fullest, with a bittersweet
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melancholy rubbing against the tongue of his mind whenever he wrote about it.
Always it is good to remember the scenes from movies or tv detective shows for
kids where a character walks among the crackling books of an old bookstore, or in
the darkness of the narrowest alley of a library, and promenades his finger along
the spines of ageless books, until he finds the one he was looking for and in a close-
up shot his hand (either the skin looking juicy and wholesome or delicately dry, in
an elegant manner, like powdered by pressed-up flower essence) finally roosts on
the edges of the book we were looking for, and with a notch of the nail at the very
top of the spine the hand pulls out the precious manual like a fragile mammal from
the shelf and opens it and almost straight away (or after two or three rapid
haphazardous attempts) finds the page we were looking for, and with a finger
scans the text to get its substance; that’s a very peaceful scene to look at.
War is a side character in this story.
There’s a flea floating in my whiskey
I was eating standard green tree moss,
Trees fellated the wind, fire fellated the treetrunks, the wind fellated fire forests.
Fire and trees aren’t enemies, but they’re competitive; each of them wants to
show his devotion to the wind, and each of them wants to demonstrate his
devotion to the wind is the greatest. To fellate To
be devoted
is their labor and only sin; this is how fire is made. Dangling porcelains, white and
green
clouds, a bear who falls asleep with his hand in the pot of honey.
Dangling porcelains. Fellatios are given. A stem grows in front of me, everyday a
little more,
like a violet alphabet of algae embedded in the waves of a lightly cruciform sea.
White and green clouds came
Then the nostalgia began
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—
Purdey Lord Kreiden is cooler than fire. Normal temperature: 36 degrees
centigrade. Her book Children of the Bad Hour is available from Ugly Duckling
Presse, and she co-translated Tony Duvert’s L’Ile Atlantique with Michael Thomas
Taren (Semiotext(e), forthcoming). She would also like a really sadistic coach to
help her with swim practice.
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THREE POEMS
Sara Nicholson
HELLO
He begins his poem by looking
Out a window, but ends his memoir
With a basket of fruit. He calls
His work an allegory, so this means
That I am the basket and the window
Pane is god. Objects never die
So long as we don’t break them,
Don’t disrupt them. I axed up the roses
And left my shovel with the higher-ups.
I was taught as a child to believe
In my own death, to conceptualize
The lightly-falling snow as tokens
To be placed, in my mind, beside
The fallen-on branches, the fallen-on tree,
The fallen-on Honda Civic EX whose
Red exterior resembled the exterior
Of the fallen-on male cardinal.
Snow = death one of my students wrote
But I did not write that there are no
Equal signs, that there will be no dying,
At least for me. Thinking that
My friend Michael will someday
Turn back into a fawn, and that I will
Be there to witness it, that he will
Witness my own transfiguration.
If snow = necklaces then death
Would be my throat as the snow
(the necklace) surrounds it. And if snow
Were a vibrator, death would be
The way the weather climaxes next to
You’s strap-on and I’s excursus—the you
And I of this poem. There is no truth
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Outside the fact that when I open
A window, my books curl up from
The humidity. The snow is tired, the rain
Exhausted by our catalog of symbols,
Our images. Geologically speaking,
Grain was domesticated one minute
Before my husband bought beer
At Krauser’s for us to drink on our porch.
In the Paleolithic, they used cemeteries
As gardens, or vice versa, though
People today prefer to separate
Their vegetables from bones. Yes,
There is no truth, so when I say “those birds”
I mean “I don’t think I will die”
Though if I do I’d choose asphyxiation
For the romance the word suggests.
We are mortal (they say) yet we
Continue to check our Facebooks
In the hope that our words will
Somehow metamorphose into starlings,
That our words could “have wings.”
I wanted to speak in parables so simple
Even my students could fathom.
I wanted to dumb you down
With snow. You = whatever the snow
Will fall on. I = a basket of fruit.
The poem = a way to greet you. We =
Those birds, those birds, those birds.
THE WONDERS OF THE MODERN WORLD
I can think of other words for evening
Than the ones we use. I began
To list them and, in the beginning
I wrote something small:
You carved runes
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Onto a sea-smooth plane.
I don’t
Know what I am.
But the “I” and “you” were placeholders
For figures far immenser than
The idea of “us.” Only ciphers
Of emotion. The I and you
That poets use. I grew tired
Of crowdsourcing the weather
To find out what the rain is.
And I grew tired of etching for you
The contours of a shaft of light
As if to see the world as it is
Were to peek at the complexities
Of some red-petalled flower
And to think nothing evil, to think
Thoughts about nothing at all.
The sun performs the scene
Of a scene being performed.
The stock market does the same shit
Each morning and my pink fur coat
Comes in S, M, L, XL.
I remember the morning
You carved runes
Onto a sea-smooth plane.
I don’t
Know what I am
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Though I know I felt happy when I
Smoked the resin from a dead pine.
You said that negativity’s more
Honest when it comes to art,
That we write with the same aims
The seneschals had when they
Cursed the master craftsmen.
I don’t know what you are
Though, when I say “you.” You
Wanted to live after the death
Of the internet in a thatched-roof
Cottage in some fen or heath.
But I was thinking of how dirty
The children who’d actually live
In the cottages of our imaginations
And how false our visions
Of the Middle Ageses must be.
By dirt, I mean domestic life
By which of course, I mean women.
The dirty ones who sang poems
Since they couldn’t, the women,
At least, in all likelihood, read.
How empty to condense a life into
Fourteen lines of imperfect meter
And call it art. Here’s a quatrain
From the sonnet I never wrote you:
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Just because you’re not surprised
When a blue jay drops the mic
At sunset, or when the police
Put the idea of money on repeat
But I couldn’t figure out the lines
That’d come before and after, how
To connect the “doesn’t mean that”
To the “just because you’re.”
What do we know about the sun?
Hit singeth. And what do we know
About the author? Only that
Having spent most of her life
Off I-95, she couldn’t tell lawns from
Those more ambient landscapes,
The proverbs of arcadia from facts
Within the fiction of the ode.
HE WAS ALREADY DEAD
All my love letters are written
in sans serif fonts.
When I lick the envelopes
the vines on my mirror turn black.
A still life is painted at the center
of the earth, and some think of iron
when they see it. I think of smoke.
Some say it’s the devil’s frozen
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icon that hangs in this gallery.
There’s a light above the painting
that switches on off, on off.
If you disgrace yourself, the rain
will enter your bloodstream and
co-opt your thoughts of summer.
FYI to you whose favorite season
is autumn—the harvest will fail you.
You’ll get yourself kicked out
of the museum of the fall.
—-
Sara Nicholson is the author of The Living Method (The Song Cave, 2014).  She
lives in Arkansas.
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